Salt boundary interpretation is a crucial step for velocitymodel building in seismic migration, but it remains a highly labor-intensive task for manual interpretation and a big challenge for automatic methods. We have developed a semiautomatic method to efficiently and accurately extract 2D and 3D complicated salt boundaries from a seismic attribute image that highlights salt boundaries. In 2D salt boundary extraction, we first pick a few points to interpolate an initial curve that is close to the true salt boundary. These points are picked near the salt boundary but are not required to be exactly on the boundary, which makes human interactions convenient and efficient. We then resample the salt boundary attribute image in a band area centered at the initial curve to obtain a new image in which the true salt boundary is an open curve extending laterally. We then extract the salt boundary in the new image using an optimal-path picking algorithm, which is robust enough to track a stable salt boundary from highly discontinuous attribute values by solving a global maximization problem. We finally map the picked path back to the original image to obtain a final salt boundary. In 3D salt boundary extraction, we apply the 2D method to recursively pick 2D salt boundaries in a sequence of inline or crossline slices and then use these 2D boundaries to fit an implicit (level-set) surface of the 3D salt boundary. In our recursive picking, human interactions are greatly reduced by using a salt boundary picked in the previous slice as an initial curve for picking in a followed slice. The effectiveness of our method is confirmed with 2D and 3D real seismic images.
INTRODUCTION
Salt boundary interpretation is important for studying salt tectonics (Hudec et al., 2011; Jackson and Hudec, 2016) and for velocitymodel building in seismic migration (Wang et al., 2008; Leveille et al., 2011) . Interpreting salt boundaries often involves computing a salt attribute image and picking salt boundaries from the attribute image. Such an attribute image can be a seismic envelope image, in which salt boundaries can be recognized as reflections with relatively high envelope values. Other seismic attributes including discontinuities (Jing et al., 2007; Aqrawi et al., 2011; Asjad and Mohamed, 2015) , textures (Berthelot et al., 2013; Hegazy and AlRegib, 2014; Wang et al., 2015) , reflection dip or normal vector fields (Halpert and Clapp, 2008; Haukås et al., 2013) , and salt likelihoods (Wu, 2016) are also used to highlight salt boundaries. Different from seismic envelopes, all these attributes are based on the observations that the seismic reflections, inside and outside a salt boundary, are often differently oriented across the salt boundary.
After computing a salt attribute image, the next step is to extract salt boundaries, which is also discussed by previous authors. Some authors (Lomask et al., 2007; Dahlke et al., 2016; Ramirez et al., 2016) consider salt boundary extraction as a global image segmentation problem. Zhang and Halpert (2012) and Haukås et al. (2013) use active-contour-based methods to gradually deform an initially defined shape to fit a salt boundary. Some other authors (Halpert et al., 2014; Amin and Deriche, 2015; extract salt boundaries by combining multiple types of attributes. Wu (2016) simultaneously extract multiple salt boundaries by solving a Poisson's equation constructed from a previously computed salt likelihood image.
Although automatic methods have been proposed for computing salt attributes and extracting salt boundaries, salt boundary interpretation today remains a human-intensive and time-consuming task. In practice, a salt boundary can be extremely complicated by factors including poor imaging, discontinuous structures, and rapidly varying salt-body geometries. All these factors may cause the above attributes to fail to accurately detect the salt boundary and make salt boundary picking a highly challenging task.
In this paper, we present an efficient semiautomatic method to accurately extract 2D and 3D salt boundaries from seismic attribute images that highlight salt boundaries. We first adopt an optimal path picking algorithm (Fomel, 2009 ) to automatically extract a 2D salt boundary by picking the optimal path with globally maximum values within a salt boundary attribute image. The algorithm is robust to extract highly discontinuous salt boundaries, but it may fail to pick closed boundaries or highly dipping boundaries. We then propose a semiautomatic method to make this algorithm applicable to extract those closed and highly dipping salt boundaries. We further propose a way to extract a 3D salt boundary by first recursively picking 2D boundaries in the inline or crossline direction and then fitting these picked boundaries to obtain an implicit (level-set) surface of the 3D salt boundary. We finally discuss the application of our method in salt boundary picking with a combination of multiple types of seismic attributes.
OPTIMAL PATH PICKING
In a 2D seismic image (Figure 1a ), a salt boundary can be typically recognized by strong reflections with relatively high amplitude values or by high values in another attribute. Therefore, we may consider salt boundary picking as a problem of searching for an optimal path with globally maximum values. As discussed by Fomel (2009) , optimal path picking can be further considered as analogous to the ray tracing problem to find a minimum-traveltime trajectory that passes through globally maximum velocities.
In picking a salt boundary with high amplitude values, we first compute an envelope image eðz; xÞ (Figure 1b ) from the input seismic reflection image ( Figure 1a ) and we then try to find an optimal path zðxÞ that maximizes the following integral over the path:
eðzðxÞ; xÞdx;
(1) where x and z, respectively, represent the inline and depth coordinates of the input seismic image. To find such a path, we use the envelope image eðz; xÞ as an input pseudovelocity map for the ray-tracing problem to compute a trajectory with the minimum traveltime by solving the following eikonal equation (Fomel, 2009) :
where λ is a scaling number and t is the traveltime to be computed. We solve this eikonal equation using a finite-difference algorithm and obtain a traveltime map shown in Figure 1c , where the black curves represent traveltime contours or wavefronts. We can observe that the fastest wavefronts follow the salt boundary with high amplitudes or pseudovelocities in Figure 1b . From the computed traveltime map (Figure 1c and 1d) , the trajectory (the yellow curve in Figure 1d ) with a minimum traveltime can be extracted by tracking backward along the traveltime gradient direction. This picked trajectory matches well with the salt boundary as shown in Figure 1e . In computing the traveltime map in Figure 1c , we have assumed that the imaginary wave propagates from left to right and we placed the wave source (red star in Figure 1c ) at the very left position: x ¼ 0 and z ¼ 100. Fortunately, the source location z ¼ 100 in this case is close to the salt boundary depth at x ¼ 0. In practice, we may not know the salt boundary position and the initial source location may get placed far away from the salt boundary. The picked fastest ray trajectory (from left to right) will then deviate from the true salt boundary at the beginning but will eventually follow the salt boundary at the end because the high pseudovelocities of the salt boundary will keep attracting the ray trajectory. Therefore, one way to correct the error due to an incorrect source position is to first propagate wave forward (from left to right) with the wrong source position to find the correct salt boundary position at the end and then use it as the new source position to propagate wave backward (from right to left) to find the fastest ray trajectory corresponding to the salt boundary.
In this first example (Figure 1 ), we have assumed that the salt boundary is relatively flat and extends from left to right, so that we can propagate the wave from left to right to find a ray trajectory corresponding to the salt boundary. This assumption, however, may not be true in most cases in which a salt boundary is a closed curve (2D) or a surface (3D) and the dip of the salt boundary can be significantly high and may vary rapidly. The ray tracing method described above may fail to pick a closed or highly dipping salt boundary. In the next section, we discuss a semiautomatic way to make this method applicable to extracting complicated 2D and 3D closed salt boundaries.
SALT BOUNDARY INTERPRETATION
Salt body interpretation often involves picking the top boundary, base boundary, and the closed boundary of the salt body from a migrated seismic image. The optimal path picking technique can be directly applied to pick relatively flat salt top and base boundaries such as the one in Fig 
2D salt boundary
To pick a closed salt boundary in Figure 2a , we first draw an initial boundary, which is a circle near the salt boundary as shown in Figure 2b . We can represent this initially specified curve P as a set of N points that are evenly sampled on the curve in the clockwise order:
where p k ¼ ðx k ; y k Þ for k ¼ 0; 1; · · · ; N − 1. With this initially specified curve, we resample the seismic image in a band area as denoted by the closely aligned red lines in Figure 2c . These red lines and the band area are centered at the initial curve (the yellow circle in Figure 2c ). At each point p k on the curve, we sample the image in the u k direction (perpendicular to the initial yellow curve) and obtain a sequence of samples s k ðrÞ in a range ½−r max ; r max , where r denote the distances between the samples and the centered point p k . The term r max should be large enough to include the true salt boundary in the sampling band area as denoted by red lines in Figure 2c . For all examples in this paper, we choose r max ¼ 50, which can be smaller if the initially specified curve is closer to the true salt boundary. By sampling in this way, we will obtain a set of sequences fs 0 ðrÞ; s 1 ðrÞ; · · · ; s N−1 ðrÞg, where each sequence s k ðrÞ contains a set of resampled image samples in directions parallel to the red lines or perpendicular to the initial yellow curve in Figure 2c . We then align this set of sequences horizontally to obtain a resampled image shown in Figure 3a , where the true salt boundary appears as an open curve with relatively high amplitude values. In this image (Figure 3a) , the horizontal axis represents index (k) of points (p k ) on the initially specified curve, whereas the vertical axis represents distances r away from the points (p k ) in directions (u k ) normal to the initial curve. From such a resampled image, we can use the previously discussed optimal picking algorithm to track the globally maximum (from left to right) path, which can be denoted by a sequence of distances r k ðk ∈ 0; 1; · · · ; N − 1Þ. The yellow curve in Figure 3b shows the picked optimal path, which correctly follows the relatively high amplitudes.
From this picked path (a sequence of distances r k ðk ∈ 0; 1; · · · ; N − 1Þ) picked in the resampled image, we are able to compute the true salt boundary (a set of points p 0 k ) in the original image as follows: 
This equation means that our method updates the initial curve (P ¼ fp 0 ; p 1 ; · · · ; p N−1 g) to the final salt boundary
) using only one step by shifting the initial curve in its normal directions (u k ). The yellow curve in Figure 2d shows the salt boundary mapped from the picked optimal path in Figure 3b using equation 4.
In many cases, like the one in Figure 4a , the shape of a salt boundary can be much more complicated than the one shown in Figure 2 . In these cases, we may need to define the initial curves with more complicated shapes, so that the true salt boundaries in the resampled images are relatively flat curves with slowly variant dips. To define such an initial curve, we first pick several control points (red circles in Figure 4b ) and then we interpolate a curve (the yellow curve in Figure 4b ) from these points using a simple linear interpolation method. To obtain an initial curve following the general structural trend of the true salt boundary, we suggest picking control points at corners or other singularities of the salt boundary. After defining an initial curve with control points in Figure 4b , we then follow the steps as in the previous example (Figure 2 ) to resample the seismic image in a band area (Figure 4c ) centered at the initial curve and obtain a resampled image shown in Figure 5a . We then pick the global maximum path in this resampled image and finally map (equation 4) this picked path to the original image to obtain the salt boundary shown in Figure 4d . This final salt boundary correctly follows the true boundary, even in areas where the boundary is highly discontinuous.
Because the interpolated initial curve (Figure 4b ) only needs to be close to the true salt boundary, the control points are not required to be picked exactly on the salt boundary, which makes the human interactions (picking the initial curve) convenient and efficient. However, these control points are allowed to be specified as hard control points in our algorithm if they are picked exactly on the true salt boundary. In this case, significantly high values (pseudovelocities) are manually defined at the control points to enforce the picked optimal path exactly passes through these control points. The hard control points can be helpful to incorporate human insights into the method in areas where the seismic salt boundary is highly unclear or the apparent seismic boundary does not follow the geology.
3D salt boundary
The 2D salt boundary picking method can be conveniently applied to interpret a 3D salt boundary by first recursively picking a sequence of 2D boundaries in the inline or crossline direction and then fitting these 2D boundaries to construct a 3D surface of the salt boundary. In picking the 2D salt boundaries in a sequence of inline or crossline slices, we do not need to manually define an initial curve at every slice. In many cases, we only need to manually interpret an initial curve to pick a salt boundary at the first slice. We can then pick the salt boundary in the next slice by recursively using the previously picked salt boundary as an initial approximation. In most cases, such a previously picked salt boundary can be a better initial than a manually defined one (like those in Figures 2b and 4b) to follow the true boundary. In cases where a salt boundary varies rapidly from slice to slice, additional human interactions may be required to correct the initial curve picked from the previous slice. Figure 6a shows a 3D seismic image with 550 inline slices, 850 crossline slices, and 850 depth samples. From this seismic amplitude image, we first compute an envelope as the input for the salt boundary picking. We also manually interpret nine initial curves, each for every 100 crossline slices, as denoted by the yellow curves in Figure 6b . With the input envelope image and the manually interpreted nine initial curves, we then compute the 2D salt bounda- Figure 6 . To pick the 3D salt boundary in (a) the seismic amplitude and (b) envelope images, nine initial curves (yellow curves in (b)), one per 100 inline slices, are manually defined in nine inline slices. (c) These nine initial curves are first updated to the true salt boundaries, and then are used as (d) initial curves for the nearby slices to recursively pick 2D salt boundaries in all inline slices. (e) These picked 2D boundaries are used to fit an implicit function, from which (f) a 3D salt boundary is extracted as the zero contour surface colored by depth.
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ries within the nine slices as denoted by yellow curves in Figure 6c . With these picked nine salt boundaries, we then recursively and automatically pick all the other 2D salt boundaries (the yellow curves in Figure 6d ) in their nearby crossline slices.
With these 2D salt boundaries picked within all the crossline slices, our final step is to fit a 3D surface from these 2D curves. However, a 3D salt boundary can be a complicated and closed surface that may be difficult to define explicitly. We therefore define a 3D salt boundary as an implicit level-set function with positive values inside the salt boundary, zero values at the boundary, and negative values outside the boundary. From the sequence of picked 2D crossline salt boundaries, we can define such a 3D implicit function slice by slice in the crossline direction and we then apply Gaussian smoothing to obtain a smooth implicit function displayed with translucent colors overlaid with the seismic image in Figure 6e . In this image of the implicit function, blue colors outside the salt body represent negative values, red colors inside the salt body denote positive values, whereas the salt boundary is colored by white colors that represent zero values. From such an implicit function, a 3D salt boundary surface (colored by depth in Figure 6f ) can be extracted by computing the zero contour of the implicit function. We efficiently compute such a zero contour using the classic marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) .
In this 3D example, we recursively pick 2D salt boundaries at all crossline slices and therefore directly obtain a 3D implicit function.
For the consideration of efficiency, in practice, we may recursively pick 2D salt boundaries on a coarser grid. Then we need to interpolate a 3D implicit function from these sparsely picked 2D boundaries or 2D implicit functions. Such a problem will be similar to the problem of surface reconstruction from sparse points, which is well studied in computer graphics. Numerous methods including the radial basis functions (Carr et al., 2001; Dinh et al., 2002 ) and Poisson's surface reconstruction (Kazhdan et al., 2006; Kazhdan and Hoppe, 2013; Wu, 2016) can be used to compute a 3D implicit function (such as the one in Figure 6e ) from sparsely picked 2D salt boundaries.
SALT BOUNDARY PICKING WITH MULTIPLE ATTRIBUTES
In all the previous examples, we use a seismic envelope image as an input for salt boundary picking by assuming that a salt boundary reflection maintains its characteristic impedance across the area being picked. If something happens to change this impedance (for example, juxtaposition of salt against a piece of high-velocity rafted carapace), our methods may yield inaccurate results. In addition to the seismic envelope, other appropriate seismic attributes that highlight salt boundaries can also be used in the methods for salt boundary picking. More importantly, we may use a combination of multiple attributes if a salt boundary cannot be completely high- lighted by a single type of attributes. A simple way to incorporate multiple types of attributes into our method is to first compute an averaged summation of multiple attributes and then use it as an input pseudovelocity map for the salt boundary picking. Figure 7 shows a 2D example that illustrates this simple way of using multiple attribute images. The 2D seismic amplitude image (Figure 7a) is extracted from the migrated depth image of the 3D SEG Advanced Modeling (SEAM) (Fehler and Keliher, 2011) . In this 2D seismic image, the top part of the salt boundary is apparent as strong and continuous reflections, whereas the bottom part can be recognized as a boundary in which the linearity of image features significantly decreases from the outside to the inside of the salt body. The seismic envelope image (Figure 7b ) highlights the top salt boundary with strong reflections but fails to detect the base of the salt boundary (denoted by ellipses in Figure 7b ). The salt likelihood attribute (Wu, 2016) image (Figure 7c) , computed as the gradient magnitude of reflection linearity or planarity (Hale, 2009; Wu, 2017) , successfully highlights the base of the salt boundary but may fail to accurately detect the positions of the top salt boundary. We therefore sum the envelope and the salt likelihood images to obtain a combined attribute image (Figure 7d ) where the top and the base of the salt boundary are apparent as relatively high amplitudes (white color).
In comparison of the salt boundary picking with the three different attribute images (Figure 7b-7d) , we use the same initial curve (Figure 7e ) interpolated from five manually interpreted points. Picking with the envelope image (Figure 7b) , we obtain a final salt boundary (Figure 7f ) which accurately follows the top of the true boundary but fails to follow the base in the areas denoted by yellow arrows in Figure 7f . However, using the salt likelihood image (Figure 7c) , we obtain a picked final salt boundary (Figure 7g ) that fits well with the base of the true boundary but fails to follow the top in the areas denoted by yellow arrows in Figure 7g . By using the combined attribute image (Figure 7d ), we are able to obtain a finally picked curve that accurately follows the top and base of the true salt boundary. Figure 8 shows a 3D example of salt boundary picking with a combination of multiple salt boundary attributes. The 3D seismic image (Figure 8a ) is a subset (550 × 400 × 450 samples) of the migrated depth image of the SEAM (Fehler and Keliher, 2011) . In picking the 3D salt boundary in this seismic image, we first compute a combined envelope and salt likelihood image as in the 2D example shown in Figure 7 . The following steps are exactly the same as those in the 3D example shown in Figure 6 . We then manually interpret nine initial curves (each one for every 50 inline slices) and use the combined salt attribute image to compute the final salt boundaries at the corresponding nine inline slices. With these picked nine salt boundaries, we further recursively and automatically pick all the other 2D salt boundaries in their nearby inline slices. With all these 2D salt boundaries picked within all inline slices, we finally compute an implicit function that is displayed with translucent colors overlaid with the seismic image in Figure 8b . In this implicit function, the salt body is represented by positive values and denoted by red colors in Figure 8b . From such an implicit function, the salt boundary is extracted as a zero-level-set surface which is colored by depth in Figure 8c .
The 3D salt boundary (Figure 8c ) is fitted from recursively picked 2D inline salt boundaries. To check the consistency of the 2D inline salt boundaries in the crossline direction, we extract four 
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crossline slices (Figure 9 ) with intersected salt boundaries (yellow curves) from the 3D seismic image and the fitted 3D salt boundary surface (Figure 8c ). The intersected crossline salt boundaries are mostly correct but fail to correctly follow the true salt boundaries at the positions highlighted by white arrows. To further improve the result, we suggest to also recursively pick 2D salt boundaries in the crossline direction and then fit a 3D salt boundary surface with the inline and crossline salt boundaries.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a semiautomatic method to efficiently pick 2D and 3D salt boundaries that may be complicated by noise, discontinuous structures, and rapidly space-variant folding. While picking a complicated 2D salt boundary, we first compute a salt boundary attribute (envelope) image and initiate a curve close to the boundary by picking a limited number of points near the boundary. With this initial curve, we then resample the attribute image in a band area centered at the initial curve and obtain a new image, where the salt boundary is an open curve with relatively flat and slowly varying dips. We further pick the optimal path with globally maximum values within the resampled image. We finally map the picked optimal path back to the original seismic image to obtain a final salt boundary.
While picking a 3D complicated salt boundary, we directly apply the 2D boundary picking method to recursively pick a sequence of 2D boundaries in the inline or crossline directions. We then fit these picked 2D boundaries to construct a 3D implicit (level-set) surface of the salt boundary. In this recursive picking, human interactions are greatly reduced using the salt boundary picked in the previous slice as an initial for picking the salt boundary in a followed slice. For all examples in this paper, we recursively pick only the inline salt boundaries and we then fit an implicit surface of a 3D salt boundary. In practice, we can recursively pick the inline and crossline boundaries to fit a better 3D salt boundary. The computational time of the salt boundary picking is mainly spent on the optimal path picking, and our implementation takes approximately 1 min on an eight-core laptop to pick the 3D salt boundary in Figure 6 . Figure 9 . Four crossline slices with intersected salt boundaries are extracted from the 3D seismic image and the picked 3D salt boundary surface. The picked salt boundaries (yellow curves) are mostly correct but fail to correctly follow the true salt boundary at the positions highlighted by the white arrows.
